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Abstract

Computer Reconstruction of
Ultrasonic Holograms
by
Arthur Lonnie Boyer

The ultrasonic analogue to optical holography holds
promises of fruitful applications to imaging of biological
materials for medical applications.

An analysis of the

wave theory of holography indicates that certain problems
standing in the way of the practical application of ultra¬
sonic holography can be overcome through the use of com¬
puters.

Preliminary experimental work succeeds in recon¬

structing a point source.
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Introduction

Over the past four years several groups have been at¬
tempting to apply the optical theory of holography to high
frequency mechanical pressure waves in a fluid medium and
thereby create a new image formation process called ultrasonic
holography.

The idea is intriguing from a scientific point

of view since it involves carrying the principles of the
wel 1-developed and successful optical technique back to the
realm of fluid dynamics from which the germ of electromagnetic
theory orginally sprang.
Holography is an image forming technique by which very
realistic reproductions of an object are made without the
use of lenses.

In general, holography requires a monochro¬

matic, coherent source of illumination or radiation and. a
square-law detector.
source.

The object is illuminated by the

The radiation sccattered by the object is superposed

with a "reference beam" coherent with the source and recorded
by the square-law detector.

The record (the hologram) is

then re-i11uminated by the source.

Radiation is diffracted

into an image of the original object, (see diagram)
More specifically, lasers have been the source of illumination.

0

Objects have usually been photographed in 6328 A

radiation of helium-neon lasers using high resolution spectro¬
scopic photographic emulsions for the square law detector.
The emulsions are properly developed, and re-illuminated by
the laser.

Images of the object are formed in front of and
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behind the plane of the film.

The three dimensional char¬

acter of the original object may be observed.
The theory of holography suggests valuable practical
ultrasonic applications from submarine warfare to radiology.
This thesis reports the results of preliminary work whose
aim is to determine the feasibility of using ultrasonic holo¬
graphy to form images of organs inside the living human body.
There are several incentives to apply ultrasonic holography
to radiology.

It has already been observed that ultrasound

is readily diffracted by organs and tumors in vivo.

However,

the formation of images with ultrasound has been hampered by
inherent abberations in ultrasonic lenses.

Therefore, the

use of the lensless wave-front reconstruction technique, holo¬
graphy, appears attractive.
Two properties of ultrasound make ultrasonic holography
particularly attractive.

Holography requires (in some sense)

coherent fields, and ultrasound fields are usually generated
by electronic oscillators, which are inherently coherent.
Further, the propagation of low power, high frequency ultra¬
sound through living tissue is much less dangerous to cells
(and chromosomes in particular) than is the propagation of
X-rays.

For this reason, ultrasound is already widely used

in cerebral, fetal, and gynacological diagnostics^.
In opposition to the advantages of ultrasonic holography
are several problems.

Straight-forward techniques completely

analogous to the optical holographic process are prohibited
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by the lack of an ultrasound sensitive film.

(What is

required is a square-law detector that records in a contin¬
uous manner the ultrasonic intensity over a plane, at a high
resolution.)

Photons impinging upon a photographic emulsion

have a sufficiently high energy (~ 2 eV) to cause electronic
transitions, which trigger the photo-chemical process.

Ultra

sound interacts with whole molecules through much smaller
energy quanta

(~ 10

eV), causing only small elastic defor¬

mations, but with energies too small to induce a chemical
reaction.
Scanning techniques have been employed a great deal in
this field.

However, it is necessary to make the hologram

in a few milliseconds or else the dynamic movement of a
living system will blur the image.

Thus the hologram record¬

ing scheme consitutes a major problem.
A second consideration is the possible resolution attain
able by the process.

Ultrasonic waves are attenuated by the

medium through which they propagate.

Because of the discrete

nature of mechanical media, the attenuation increases quite
rapidly as the wavelength of the radiation approaches the
2

intermolecular spacing .

However, the shorter the wavelength

of the radiation, the better the resolution.

Medical ultra¬

sonic researchers have settled on 2.25 MHz as the optimum
frequency at which to operate pulsed systems.
tical limit is probably 10MHz.

(See Table I).

The upper prac
In water

(which is a fairly good facsimile of human tissue) 5MHz,
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ultrasound propagates with a wavelength of 0.3mm which im¬
plies a resolution capability very favorably comparable
with current x-ray techniques.
Although indications are that ultrasound is less toxic
than x-rays, research into this area has been scanty.
2

In-

tensities of up to 10 mW/cm have been demonstrated to have
3
no toxic effects , and this level is thought to be sufficient
to yield images containing useful contrast.
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Table I
Absorption Characteristics for Ultrasound in Human
Tissue

B

C

D

Tiss ue

A

Blood

0.02

50.0

0.20

5.0

Brai n

0.12

8.3

1 .20

0.83

Muscle #

0.21

4.7

2.10

0.47

Muscle ##

0.06

16.6

0.6

1.66

Li ver

0.12

8.3

1 .20

0.83

Lung

9.4

0.10

0.94

1.05

Skull Bone

2.0

0.5

200.0

Fat

0.07

14.3

0.7

1.43

Water

0.0002

0.02

50

500

0.005

1
A - Intensity Absorption coefficients at 1 MHz (cm" )

B - 1/e Length of Absorption at 1 MHz (cm)
C - Intensity Absorption coefficients at 10 MHz (cm-1)
D - 1/e Length of Absorption at 10 MHz (cm)

# - Sound travelling across muscle fiber orientation
## - Sound travelling along muscle fiber orientation
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The only facet of the problem studied in this thesis
is the formation of an image with high resolution and a
high contrast.

Our approach to the acquisition of holo4

grams has been largely built upon previous work .

We have

scanned the ultrasonic hologram of an object mechanically
and recorded the electrical signal produced by a piezo¬
electric receiver.

However, we have employed a computer

processing approach to calculate the image digitally.

Our

approach potentially has several advantages which will be
elucidated at the end of the section on the theory of holo¬
graphy .

7.

Theory

The following discussion of the principles of holo¬
graphy is organized cyclically.

The first cycle will give

a very simple picture of holography in order to stress
some of its salient features.

The succeeding review of the

technique will include more of the complicating details.
One approach to holography is through Fourier trans¬
forms.

Theorems on Fourier transforms play an important

role in holography, and we will review some of these theorems
before proceeding to holography.
A simple function which can be Fourier transformed is
the Dirac delta function,

By definition of the Fourier transform,

Therefore, the Fourier transform of the Dirac delta function
is

8.

Another function which is simple to transform is the window
function defined as:
1 |x| < J
a

(x)

0 I x 11.

2

Its transform is therefore,
oo

F {|~a~f (x)}

(x)
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2
Now one of the properties of the Fourier transform is that
the transform of the transform of a function yields the
original

function inverted, that is:
F(F{f (x)}} = 2irf(-x)

Another theorem which is employed involves the transformation
of a function multiplied by an exponential,

that is:

F{F(co)e1a)tO} = f(t-tQ)

The above "shift" theorem shows

how the exponential

in one

domain shifts the function in the transform domain.
Consider now making a hologram in the following way.
An aperture contains some object.

One can describe the
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transmissivity of the object to the illumination being used
by the function
T(x)
If the object were a three-dimensional opaque solid, this
function would be the reflectivity of the object to light.
For the moment, let the light transmitted or scattered by
the object be described by the Fourier transform of the
function.

The amplitudes of the waves in scattered fields

are thus ,
v(to)

where

=

F{T(x)}

m is the coordinate of the transform domain (in some

appropriate units) and is functionally related to the points
within any plane beyond the diffraction aperture.

The holo¬

gram is made on a photographic plate lying in such a plane.
Besides the diffraction pattern, a reference beam is added
to the illumination falling on the photographic plate. If the
reference beam is a plane wave, then in the hologram plane
it has a form
e-1ke“
where

k0

is related to the wavelength of the light and

the angle of incidence of the plane wave.

The reference

beam is assumed coherent with the illuminating light.

The

photographic plate is developed so as to be a square law
detector.

That is, its transmissivity is made to be pro-

10.

portional to the Poynting vector energy incident upon it.
Thus the transmissivity of the developed hologram is,
H (to) = | v (to) + e1 k e “ |

2

= |v(to)|2 + 1 + v(to)e + v(to)e010
If the hologram is illuminated by the same monochromatic,
coherent radiation, it is again assumed to perform a Fourier
transform so that the fields in the space behind the reillum¬
inated hologram are described by,
F | H (to) } = F{ | v (to) |2} + S(x) +
F{v (to)e

F { H (to) } = F{ |

V

(to) |2} +

^ 0 w} + F{v(u))e''^0u}

6 (

x)

+ T*(x-xQ) +

T(X+XQ)

where the theorems on delta functions, double transformations,
and shift operators have been employed.
gives rise to a bright central spot.

The delta function

One has also regained

the image of the original object displaced some distance, xQ,
from the center out of the bright central spot.
image appears at the opposite side at

-XQ.

A conjugate

Besides the delta

function there is a nonsense pattern in the central order
described by the second term above.
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The holographic technique can thus be considered to
be a process in which a wave-front is captured as the Fourier
transform of the image's optical

properties and then re¬

formed through the same Fourier transforming property of
5
propagating light .
The process will now be considered again with more care.
Consider the description of the scattering of light given by
Huygen's principle: The amplitude and phase of the electric
and magnetic fields produced by light diffracting through
an object are simply the sum of the amplitudes and phases of
spherical waves emanating from each point of the object
aperture.

Using the usual argument, the vector nature of

the electromagnetic radiation is supressed and scalar
equations appear throughout the discussion6.

(Thus the

theory is immediately applicable to ultrasonic radiation.)
If the object is considered to be continuous, the sum of
the spherical waves can be described by the Kirchhoff in¬
tegral ,

A
Modulating the integral by the transmissivity of the object
aperture gives,
[cos(n ,s) A
cos(n,r)]dxdy
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The variables are as in the figure below:

For our purposes the integral

v(x',y1) = K

can be simplified to,

T(x,y)eik(r)dxdy

where K is a complex constant.
in plane (XQ

Q)-

Assume that the source is

It will be such that the aperture in

plane (x,y) is uniformly illuminated by plane or spherical
waves.

Then the dependence on s can be ignored.

the optical

Consider

path,

r = / (x-x1)2 + (y-y')2 + z2
A McLauren series expansion is,
r = z +

_1_

2z

( X-X

1

) +

2

b (y-y')

Thus
2
2
z + x +y
2z
Call

2z

xx1
z

_ ,y,y1
“
z

the following factor the "propagator",
e

i kr

The propagator is approximated by

e

ikr „

a
ei

kz„e

x2+

y2)ei2^(x,2+y'2)e

i

zxx'e"izyy'
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where the expansion of r has been applied.

Denote the

quadratic phase factors,
Z = e1kz

P

e

obj(x-y)

W*

1

i
x Z+y 2
' *
.y') = e 5z‘( '

Using this notation the propagator appears as,

e kZ

'

=

ZP

obj(x-y>Pobj(x'-y')e"1z<XX'+yy>

The Kirchhoff integral

appears as

v(x'y ' ) = KZPobj.(x' ,y ')

T(x,y)p0bj(x >y)e_12 ^XX

+yy

^dxdy

Define a transform variable
kx'

_ a

— -

k.y

=

Finally the Kirchhoff integral takes the form,

v (x' ,y 1 ) = KZPobj(x',y‘) JJl(x,y)Pobj(x,y)e'i

(aX+ey)

dxdy
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The Kirchhoff integral is now a Fourier transform that takes
the modified image function into a two dimensional space,
(a,3).

Even though the aperture is of finite extent, one

may still write the process as an integral with finite
limits with the understanding that a two-dimensional window
function is a factor in the transmissivity function.

The

function is still strictly the Fourier transform of
T(x»y)p0bj(x»y)
In order to describe the process further, one must have
an expression for the illuminating radiation.

A general

source of illumination is a point source located off axis
by some angle
of definition.

0

at an axial distance, R, from the plane
The expression for the variation of the

field over the plane of definition for this geometry is
(appendix III)

i(x'.y') =

Aeiks1ne(x'+y')

+ 1^(x'2+y'2)

where A is the amplitude of the field in the plane and
k =
A

.A notational simplification will be to write

this as,

i(x',y') = APref(x1 ,y')elke^x

+y

^
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where

,2

Pref(x' ,y') = e i^n(x
2R

+y

is the quadratic phase

factor due to the beam and k.0 = k sin e

is a constant.

The amplitude of the object field is now superposed
on a reference field.

The reference field is described by

the above illumination factor.

The total amplitude is,

a(x 1 ,y1) = v(x' ,y1) + r(x' ,y')
a(x',y') = KZPobj(x',y')F{T(x,y)Pobj(x,y)}

This is the full expression for the wave amplitudes in the
plane of the hologram.
In the hologram plane is a square law detector.

It

detects the square magnitude of the fields written above.
The output of the detector will be denoted by H(a,e) since
the hologram plane, (x'.y1), is linearly related to the mathe¬
matical transform space, (a ,6 ).
H(a ,3) = a*(x1 ,y')a(x',y')
H(a, 3) = |v(x',y')|2 + |r(x',y')|2 + v*(x1,y')r(x1 ,y')
+ v(x',y')r*(x' ,y1)

Writing the third and fourth terms explicitly,

v*(x' ,y ' )r(x' ,y‘ ) = K*Z*P*bj. (x ' ,y ' ) F{T(x ,y) PQbj. (x ,y) }*

v(x',y')r*(x' ,y1) = KZPob^(x1 ,y')F{T(x,y)}

AP

x ,y

ref! '

e

-ik0(x'+y1)

')

Specifically, when the hologram is a photographic emul¬
sion, H(a,e) is the transmissivity of the properly developed
film plate.

(Properly developed means a

y = 2 on the linear

portion of the photographic H and D curve for the film.)
The next step is to illuminate the hologram (i . e. , the
film) with coherent radiation.

We let the illumination be

from a point source a distance R‘
wavelength

X1

and amplitude A1.

from the hologram with
It will be described by,

i (x ' ,y 1) = A1 e1 2R1

At the distance z'

from the hologram, one can again describe

the field by the Kirchhoff integral,
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v(x",y") = K'

JJ

i (x‘5y 1 )H(ajg)Z'Prec(x',y ' )

A'
. k'

Prec(x“,y“)e-1F-(x,x,,+y,y")dx'dy'

where, in much the same manner as in
1
Z' =e k' z

1

1•;

k

1

/ x i 2 +y
, i2\

r(x
rec (x ,y')=e 2T

\

v(x',y')
•?

1

i Y n 2, y it 2 \

n
1
rec (x",y")=e 2z '

In order to regain the image function, T(x,y), one seeks
a condition under which the integral, v(x",y"), performs
the Fourier transform on H(a,3).

Of course, the hologram

is note infinite, so the integral which describes v(x" ,y")
is cut off at the edges of the hologram.

However, the same

assumption is made regarding the mathematical extension of
the limits of the integral to infinity.

Here, however,

.there is a degradation of the image due to this finite
aperture akin to the diffraction limit of an ordinary lens.
Consider the term in v(x",y") due to the third term
of H(a,e) and seek the Fourier transform condition.

'
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v3(x,,,y") =

[K*K'Z*Z'AA,]Prec(x:\y")
„ , Jj*
| ,P^n
ill (x* ,y ' )
A'

p

ref(x'

’y‘ )Prec^x' ’y' ^Pobj^x'

,y

'

)

F{T X >y

x
) Pob.i
obj ^

^

,y }

^ *

eik9(x'+y')e-i|;(x'x"+y'y")dx,dyl

The factor in brackets before the integral
constant.

is

a complex

In order for the inverse transform to exist, the

first four quadratic phase factors

inside the integral

be reduced to unity.

condition out,

Writing this

iiL -(x,2+y 2) i_L (x,2+y,2)ei

e12R1

Which

V2R

2z

-(x,2+y,2)e-i2Y(x,2+y

requires that,

k'
W ♦fc

k'
z-1-

k
z

0

,2

must

)

=
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which sets the reconstruction plane for the third term image
at,

The third field term in this plane is then,

A'

where C is the complex factor which is constant.

This is

the expression for the second Fourier transform.

However,

there is a magnification factor involved in the final image.
In order to find this factor, consider the form of the
integral explicitly,

A' A
gixx'

+yy1) -ip-(x 1 x"+y 'y") dxdydx'dy'

Following the standard Fourier transform proof, switch the
order of integration to get,
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v3(x",y") = C

JJ

T(x,y)P*bj.(x,y)

A'

JJt

e+i

[ jX+ke“YT-x" ]x

1

A

+ i[+ y+k - .y ]y dxdydx'dy'
z
0 z

The inner integral is a delta function for the terms in
brackets.

Thus,

v3(x",y")

y)P

obj(x,y)<s

(+

rx+ke"

A
(4y+k “TT-y11 )dxdy
1

v3(x" ,y")

Z

CT + 7k x

^A

1

Z

>+ 7k y

^

c f\ " “nr f^k " "nr-] p$bj (x" ,y

v3(x",y") = CT[m31x,,-x0,m31yM-y0]Pjbj(x",y")

11

)
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where the magnification factor is

m

3

=

+[1

- R - FF1'1

and the shift is
XQ

= z sin e

The final phase factor,

1S w en

h

the eye

views the image, since the eye is again a square law detect¬
or.

One may now treat the fourth term of the reconstruction

integral in a similar manner:

A'

The reconstruction plane is found by eliminating the depend¬
ence on the phase factors,

giving

I
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Thus in the z4 plane, the fourth term integral is

Fn(x,»)Pobj(x,y))e-1'kel*,t)',)

v4(x",y") =. C

e-l|r(x'x"+yy-)dx.dy.

x

V/r(x" ,y")

= C

////
A

T(x,y)PobJ(x,y)e-1ke<x'+*'>

A'

i|(xx'+yy')e- iV
— (X'X"+ylyM)dxldy'dxdy

T(x >y) p0b j (x

v4(x",y") = C

X

v4(x" ,y") =

CT (-

)9 (|x+k0+|rx")

9 (ly+kQ+lT-y" )dxdy

kz

z n

x
TX

zk

e
j—

z

zk

e

kz V-TA

Wx“ ,y")

-1
v4(x",y") = CPobj-(x" ,y")T(m4,xM-x0,m41y"-y0)
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where,

m4 = + C1 + ^
The operation of the hologram should now be clear.
Consider the simple case of plane wave reference and recon¬
struction beams of the same wavelength.
z

3

=

z4

=

2

m3

2

m

since R -> °° , R' -»■ °° .

4

In this case,

+1
'

=

+1

The reconstruction planes are down-

beam from the hologram (this is the third term image and
is called the real image) and behind the hologram (this is
the fourth term image and is called the virtual image).
Consider the case in which plane waves are used but
the wavelengths differ between the construction of the holo¬
gram and the reconstruction.

There is still unity lateral magnification but the recon¬
struction plane distances are scaled by the wavelength ratio.
If the object is a three-dimensional object, each of its
planes will be reconstructed according to the condition on
z1 where z' is now a continuous variable.

Thus the
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reconstruction plane condition defines a longitudinal mag¬
nification given by,
A

m

long “ P"

One is saddled with the result that the image reconstructs
with different magnifications 1ongtitudinally and laterally.
In the case in which one is trying to make an ultrasonic
hologram where
for which

A~|nim and reconstruct with laser light

A~6*10“^mm » this longitudinal distortion

becomes extremely critical.
The distortions produced by the change in wavelength
are eliminated if the reconstruction process can be carried
out with a radiation of exactly the same wavelength as that
of the original constructing radiation.

Unfortunately such

long wavelength radiation (ultrasonic or electromagnetic)
is invisible.

However, by modeling the process inside a

computer, using the theory derived above, one can hope to
produce digital images which the computer can display in
some appropriate fashion.
this thesis.

This technique is the subject of
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Ultrasonic Scanning Equipment

Before one can reconstruct a hologram, one must first
devise a square law detecting plane.

For ultrasonic work a

piezoelectric scanner is one such detector.

The piezo¬

electric effect allows one to excite a crystal electrically
and produce strong pressure fields in a fluid.

In the ex¬

perimental set-up, a rectangular tank 90 cm long, 60 cm wide,
and 30 cm deep was filled with water.

It was lined with

thick-pile nylon carpet in order to damp out echoes.
served as the fluid medium for the experiments.

Water

A radio

oscillator tuned to the resonant frequency of the piezo¬
electric transducer produced the initial radiation.
Recent advances in piezoelectric ceramic engineering
have made available a generation of extremely efficient
transducers.

These transducers are ceramic materials arti¬

ficially poled in a strong electric field.

Clevite Corpor¬

ation's PZT-4 and PZT-5 thin discs which had resonant fre¬
quencies at 1.6 MHz and 5 MHz were used in the experiments.
The crystals were mounted in lucite cylinders and surround¬
ed with oil.

A window of polystyrene film served as the

interface between the water in the tank and the oil sur¬
rounding the transducers.

The transducers were oil insulated

from the water in the tank to prevent spurious ionic elec¬
trical transmission.
tank.

There were two transducers in the

The PZT-4 material is an efficient transmitter.

A
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transducer of this material served to generate
illumination.

the object

The PZT-5 material is efficient as a receiver.

It was used to scan the diffracted field.

It was mounted

on a mechanical raster scanner.
The PZT-5 disc was 0.375" in diameter and the PZT-4
disc was 1.0" in diameter.

The discs were resonate in the

plane piston mode, and the apertures are stopped down by
sponge rubber baffels made from General Electric RTV-7 Sil¬
icone Rubber Foam.

Baffels with 0.235 cm radii produce

nearly spherical transmitting waves.

The receiving trans¬

ducer is stopped down to 0.073 cm so that the scanner has
small physical aperture and a broad antenna pattern.
The scanning mechanism consisted of two dove-tail
slides mounted to run horizontally and vertically.
slide was driven by a Hurst synchronous motor.
zontal slide had a 14 cm travel.
7 cm travel.

Each

The hori¬

The vertical slide had a

Relays were wired to switch on the motor

driving the vertical motion at the end of each horizontal
run.

The vertical movement included a Geneva mechanism in

order to give uniform spacing to the scan lines.

An eccentric

on the shaft of the vertical motion motor tripped a micro¬
switch after the receiving transducer had been dropped 0.5mm.
The horizontal motor was then started in reverse to drive
the scan back up the horizontal axis.

The entire raster

scan required about forty minutes to perform.
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From the receiving transducer one could produce a r.f.
voltage whose amplitude was proportional to the amplitude
of the ultrasonic field.
electronically.

The reference beam was introduced

A separate set of receiving and transmitting

transducers were mounted in lucite outside the water tank.
The signal was transmitted through oil.

(Enco Teresstic 52)

The signals from the receiving transducer and the reference
system were electronically mixed.

The output from the mixer

was fed to a radio receiver (National Company Inc. HR0-60)
which amplified the weak r.f. signal and heterodyned it.
The resulting A.F. signal was then fed to a diode detector
via amplifiers.

The detector produced a d.c. voltage that

was proportional to the amplitude of the hologram field.
This voltage was one of the outputs of the scanning system.
Attached to the drive of the scanning mechanism was
a Lockheed linear potentiometer.

The output from the wiper

was used to locate the horizontal position of the receiving
transducer.

This voltage level was the second output of the

scanning system.
A third set of relays was used to produce a bias signal
that turned on at the end of each scan.

This signal was

incorporated into the system in order to facilitate the data
processing.

28.

Computer Reconstruction

The three signals that comprised the output of
the scanner (the hologram, the receiver position indicator,
and the scan line end indicator) were fed directly to a mul¬
tiplexer on the front end of an IBM 1800 computer.
computer was used to digitize the analog signals.

The
The forty

minute scan was sampled at a rate of 500 samples per second.
The 1.2 million samples that were collected were stored on
a 2400 ft. magnetic tape at 14 bit precision.

The three

channels were sampled continuously and consecutively.
The hologram was now considered to exist in a 512 x
128 matrix inside the computer.

It could be printed out on

a flying-spot plotter to check the correct positioning of
the hologram within its matrix.

The digital hologram was

then subjected to the Cooley-Tukey Fast Fourier transform
algorithm 8 .

The quadratic phase factor

p

-jnprec

was

mul¬

tiplied to each hologram point before transforming in order
to 'focus' the hologram in a predetermined plane.

The lo¬

cation of the reconstruction plane, the wave-length of the
radiation used, and the location of the reference beam entered
the computer program as input parameters.

The transforming

operation was carried out on an IBM 360/44 computer. The
square amplitudes of the reconstruction plane were printed
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out on the flying spot plotter.

The plotter had a range of

32 gray levels over which the intensity range of the image
could be arbitrarily spread.
Examples and discussions of the properties are contain¬
ed in the next sections.

.
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Experimental Result I.

The object was simply a point source of ultrasonic
radiation placed off-axis with respect to the scan plane.
The hologram recorded is shown on page 31. and the recon¬
struction is shown on page 32.

Note that the hologram is

merely an off-axis Fresnel zone pattern.

Note in the re¬

construction the rectangular central order and the in-focus
image to the left.

An out-of-focus image due to the virtual

image is seen to the right.
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Digital Display of Ultrasonic Hologram

32.

Digital Reconstruction of Point Source Object
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Experimental Result II

The object was a rod reflecting ultrasonic radiation.
Again the object was placed off-axis with respect to the
normal to the scan plane so that the image would be sep¬
arated from the central order.
with 1.57 MHz ultrasound.
p. 34.

This experiment was done

The reconstruction is shown on

34

Reconstruction Plane of Experiment II

:
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Results :
This experiment was one of several null results.
image was produced in the reconstruction.

No

Note, however,

the four spots out in the corners of the reconstruction
plane.

These four blobs are attributed to noise in the

hologram plane produced by mechanical vibrations in the
scanning mechanism.

They are of a higher spatial frequency

than that of the upper limit of the receiving transducer's
sensitivity.

Thus they are transformed out into the outer

edges of the image space.
The null results can be explained as follows.

The image

is described by the terms,

v(x\y") = F{ | v (x 1 ,y ' ) |

Real Image Term

+

2

Prec(x',y')} + 6(x",y") +

Virtual Image Term

Previously not much attention has been paid to the first
term.

It has been assumed that the image would lie out¬

side of the region in which this term is important.
term can be seen to be the convolution of the square

The
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magnitude of the diffraction pattern of the object with
one of the quadratic phase factors since the transform of
the product of two factors in one domain implies the con¬
volution of the transforms of the two factors in the other
domain.

The width of the convolution depends on the co¬

herence of the image.

If the image is relatively (spatially)

coherent, then the convolution will be wide.

If the image

is relatively (spatially) incoherent (but still temporally
coherent), then the convolution integral will have a smaller
spread due to phase cancellation of the various parts of
the image.

The hologram in this instance was made with the

image illuminated by a very coherent source.

Thus the

image was spatially coherent and the separation due to the
object being off-axis was not enough to put the reconstructed
image out of the now too broad central order.
Much the same problem was encountered in optical
holography.

However, the spread of the central order was

reduced by passing the illuminating radiation through
a ground glass diffuser.

Supposedly by devising an

ultrasonic diffuser images of more complex objects
could be reconstructed through the computer system.
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Experimental Result III

There was some question in our minds as to whether
there was enough information contained in the hologram
plane for reconstruction.

We performed an experiment with

the computer which modeled the process mathematically.
We calculated a hologram for a diffusely-illuminated rec¬
tangle of

exactly the same dimensions and location as one

of the objects we had attempted to reconstruct.

We then

threw away all of the computer generated hologram except
that portion which corresponded to the area we were able
to detect through the scanner.

We ran this reduced holo¬

gram through our reconstruction program.
regained.

The image was

It should be pointed out that we had an infinite

signal to noise ratio in this experiment.
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Conclusions

1) The system has reconstructed the image of a
point source object.

The hologram appears as one would

intuitively expect it to appear.

The output shows the

in focus real image and the out of focus virtual image in
the proper plane.

2) Complex images have not been reconstructed by
the system.

3) The system does not seem to be limited by the
extent of the scanning plane or the spatial sampling
rate of the receiving transducer.

Improvement of the

signal to noise ratio and the introduction of an ultra¬
sonic diffuser should produce better results.
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Appendix I
The Airy Disc

The diffraction pattern of a circular aperture is
a very well-known function (the Airy disc).

Since it

plays such an important role in the ultrasonic work, we
will discuss it rather completely again.
Consider first the amplitude of the radiation along
the axis of a system in which a source radiates through
a circular aperture of radius a.

1

T
Starting with the Kirchhoff integral,

U(p)

=

-fa J

elk(r+s)cosjn,s)dg

A
We let, for simplicity,
= z2 + x2
cos (n ,s) = |-

z' = z, r = s

da = 2irxdx = 2irsds

.

Note that
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The diffraction integral becomes,

U(P)

.JL f. 1

1k2s

IX

4
2«dS
s6

J

,2iriks ds
U(P) = z

Integrating by parts,

.777

o A,

_i2ks

u

<p>

/

Bzikz
u(p)

=

2ikz

ixz^ik

+a2 -|

1 ^ z2+a2

1^

lL.ezik(
H—r-?

777 z) ]

Tx'Pz2

u (P) = —

2

e2ik^z

1

L

z^+a^

-*

In the cases considered below, it will be arranged for
the radius,

a<<z

, so that,

1
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and

2
2
z^+a

z{

A+a /z/z

- 1} =

zn4|-

+

2

2

•l }= 2z

Thus the integral is approximately,
2
2
II/n\ _ A_ 2 i kzr.i k-— in _ A ^ 2 i k z _ i k^^rr o: . j „ k a T
U(P) = JQ
[e z -1] = Tjye
e 2z[-2i sin ^-J

along the central axis.
are

I (z) =

U(P)

2

The intensities along the axis
2
= IQ sin2(||—)

I (z)

The intensity varies rapidly near the radiator with a
frequency approaching infinity near the origin.

However,

at a distance

‘0

x

it can be seen that the last oscillation occurs and the
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intensity falls off more smoothly.

In fact for large z,

2

the intensity falls off like

2

1/z .

The region near the

radiator is termed the near-field and the region beyond
the last maximum is termed the far field.
Consider next the far-field, off-axis pattern.

In

order to utilize the circular symmetry, polar coordinates
are usually used in this derivation.

Let

x
z

x = pcose

wCOSip

y = psine

Then the Fraunhofer integral becomes,

a 2ir
e

0
The integral

over

zero order Bessel

p dp d 6

0
e

is the integral

function.

representation of the
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a
2 jQ(kp<o)pdp

U(P) =
0

Now using the Bessel function recurrance relation

Hx

{x +lj

"

n+l(x)}

=

it can be seen that the integral
x

1

x' JQ(X 1 )dx

1

x +lj

"

n(x)

is of the form

= x Ji(x)

Thus the far field, off-axis diffraction of amplitudes are
2 J (k a to-)

U

<P) = CD

l to

giving an off-axis intensity,

U(P) * |U(P)|

=

T1 Lr
0

2J. (kciw)

kao)

Q

r
J

The diffraction pattern is thus a set of concentric rings.
The radial intensity of the pattern is:

I(kaco) 3.8 7.0

(kaio)

.
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The amplitudes and intensity extrema are given in the
following table:

kau)

A(kaw)

I(kaw)

0

1 .0

1 .0

3.8

0.0

0.0

5.1

0.13

0.017

7.0

0.0

0.0

8.4

0.06

0.004

0.0

0.0

10.2

The airy disc equations were used in designing the
ultrasonic scanning system.
i s about 1450 m/sec.

The velocity of sound in water

The resulting dependence of wavelength

on frequency is shown here:
Frequency

Wavelength

1.0MHz

1 .4mm

2.0MHz

. 7mm

3.0MHz

. 4mm

4.0MHz

. 3mm

5.0MHz

.29mm
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Piezoelectric discs radiate more or less like homo¬
geneously and coherently illuminated apertures.

It is true

that imperfections and uneven poling on the discs cause de¬
viations from theoretically predicted fields.

The predicted

boundary between the near and far field has the following
dependence on the aperture radius for the 0.9 mm wavelength:

a

zQ

1mm 1 . 1mm
5mm 27.6mm
10mm 110mm
13mm 160mm

At higher frequencies the near-field/far-field boundry is
farther from the radiator.

The last value in the table

corresponds to the largest coherent disc used in the experi¬
ments.

In producing radiation for illumination for the

experiments, the far-field region was used in order to
utilize its simplier structure.
The maxima and minima in the diffraction patterns are
described as lobes in antenna theory.

The angular depend¬

ence of the lobes on the aperture radius is predicted above
and tabulated below.

In order to approximate a nearly

spherical wave-front, an antenna pattern should be selected
that envelopes the object aperture in a single lobe.
is shown below.

This

Also, while developing the system, we used
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an atenna pattern from a large aperture in order to have
a well-known and repeatable diffraction pattern for test
purposes.

Lobe Boundries in Diffraction
Patterns of Circular Apertures
(0.9mm =

radius

X

)

f i rs t

second

thi rd

1 obe

1 obe

1 obe

o

1 . 0mm

30

2.0mm

15

2.7mm

2

o

O

28
O

O

40
O

O

4

5.7

Appendix II
Derivation of the Illumination Factor

Consider a point source located a distance R from a
plane and off-axis by an angle

e.

One can arrive at an

expression for the field in the plane due to the source
as foilows:

The amplitude of the field will vary as
z

1/z

where

is the distance from the point source to the point of

interest in the plane.

Assume that the plane will have

such a small aperture that the variation in the amplitude
will be negligible.

Thus one is most interested in how

the phase varies over the plane.
A

= la

.
* -

The phase is simply,

Write,
RZ+ (x+d)2

-

3^37 = [R2+(x+d)2r,/2(xtd)

so that,
—d2*
= -[R2+(x+d)2]"3/2 (x+d)2 + [R2+(x+d)2] ^2
d(x+d)2

This has a Taylor series in (x+d.) for 1,
= R + 0+11 (x+d)2 +

A

AX

2R2+d2
2R

= R + 7R

xd +. x‘

W~

m

dc << 2R 2

but when

p- = sine
so that,
i

;

R + sine x + 2R

This expression is used in the theory section

i (x) = Ae1kRe1ksinexe1kfir
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Appendix III
Alternate Approaches

Sampling with a scanner is an extremely tedious
approach to makeing acoustical holograms.

This appendix

is a listing of possible alternative methods.
I. Interferometric Holography.

If a large piezo¬

electric disc or an array of piezoelectric plates are set
in the sampling plane and a hologram is made of these discs
while they are unexcited (the discs should be silvered),
then using the technique of interferometric holography, a
second hologram could be made (on the same photographic
plate) of the array while it is excited in resonance to an
acoustical field.

If the amplitude of the field is adjusted

so that the maximum intensity produces a displacement of
the disc of only one optical wavelength, the interferrometric
hologram should show fringes in a one to one correspondence
with the acoustical fringes.

The image so produced would

be scanned with a digital scanning mechanism for digital
reconstruction.
II. Resonant Bubble Sampling.

Another approach to

sampling might be to utilize another resonant phenomenon
besides piezoelectricity.

A microbubble in a fluid (water)

with a volumn of around one cubic mil will act as a resonant
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chamber to ultrasound at about 200 kHz^®.

A rather esoteric

sampler would consist of a mechanism for releasing bubbles
along a linear path and letting them rise to the surface
through the diffraction pattern of an ultrasonic system.
Located behind the bubbles would be a receiving transducer.
If the bubble location could be exactly calibrated, the sig¬
nal from the transducer and the bubble location could be used
as an input to a digital hologram system.
III.

Schlieren Photography.

A process that has been

used extensively in the past to photograph ultrasonic fields
is Schlieren photography.

A very aberati on-free lens system

focuses the image of a point on a dot baffel.

Ultrasonic

standing waves in the medium through which the light travels
causes changes in the index of refraction which deflects
light around the baffel.

If a medium which produced large

changes in the index of refraction when perturbed by ultra¬
sound were placed in the beam, a three-dimensional hologram
of the entire standing wave pattern could be made from which
an optical reconstruction could be produced.
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Appendix IV
A Radiological Application

A recent development in computer optics has suggested
an interesting experiment in ultrasonics which might have
a beneficial application in radiology.
First, one should realize that by appropriately chang¬
ing the phase of a wave impinging on an aperture, one can
cause the wavefront leaving the aperture to have any desired
shape.

To elucidate this point, let the complex wave field

over an aperture be
v(x,y) = A(x ,y)e_1twt"£(x>y)]
where A(x,y) is the amplitude of the wave at the point
x,y in the aperture and P(x,y) is the phase at that point.
If, as an optical transfer function, a factor were
introduced into the aperture, one could change the wavefront
to any desired shape.

Thus any desired image could be formed.

One way by which such a phase factor can be physically
realized is to introduce an optically transparent material
into the aperture which has an index of refraction suffic¬
iently different from that of air to cause the light to be
phase retarded as it passes through the material.

However,

calculating the phase function is rather involved and re¬
quires computer techniques.

Knowing the index of refraction

of the aperture material, the required thickness of each
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aperture point can be calculated using the Kirchoff
integral.

Call the phase retarding function or optical

transfer function H(x,y).

This function can be plotted on

a photographic film by a flying spot plotter so that an
aperture containing a film grain density p(x,y) = H(x,y)
is produced.

This photograph can then be blazed or bleached.

In the bleaching process the bleach chemically removes the
developed film grains.
the missing volumns.

The geletin emulsion shrinks into
The thickness of the aperture mat¬

erial then varies as H(x,y) and performs the required phase
retardation.
By performing a similar analysis on any sort of wavefront, an arbitrary input wavefront, v(x,y), can be caused
to be transformed into a new wavefront, v'(x,y), by the
appropriate aperture function.

The aperture device has

been called a kinoform.
Kinoforms were invented while trying to produce holog

grams with digital computers .

One of the applications of

the kinoform technique is to the optical reconstruction of
ultrasonic holograms.

The digital reconstruction of an

ultrasonic hologram which exists solely in the computers
memory, can be used to form a kinoform which reconstructs
in laser light an image which is optically viewable.

If

ultrasonic holography ever becomes practical medically,
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the computer technique affords a means of both determining
the coordinates of an object inside the human body and
making the object visible to a human observer.
If the object were, say, a tumor, the kinoform tech¬
nique might have a still more interesting application.
Taking the coordinates of the tumor from the computer's
memory one could construct a kinoform with the computer
that would reconstruct an image of the tumor with unit
magnification at ultrasonic wavelengths using the index
of refraction of a material to ultrasound rather than
light.

One could place this kinoform in an ultrasonic

beam and an intense ultrasonic field could be imaged back
on the tumor in the exact shape of the tumor. One would not
have to take into account the incalcuably complex variations
of ultrasonic indices of refraction in the tissue in the
path of the beam since the kinoform was com puted from the
ultrasonic diffraction pattern originating from the very
same tissue.
If one were to create a 10 x 10 cm kinoform and could
irradiate it with a uniform ultrasonic beam of intensity
2

1 watt/cm , the skin immediately below the kinoform pro¬
bably would not be damaged.

As the sound propagates into

the tissue, it is absorbed approximately as

Ti

=

_1

p-(0.1cm
iTQe

)x
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Thus at about 7 cm, the ultrasonic intensity would have
been about halved.

However, at the same time the beam

would have been focused into a smaller area.

If this

2

area is 1 cm , then intensity levels of about 50 watts/cm
would still be attainable.

This is thought to be a damag¬

ing dose.
It remains to be seen whether the phase cancellation
in the fields just before and beyond the ultrasonic image
is sufficient to keep the intensity levels to which healthy
tissue would be subjected at safe levels.

It also remains

to be seen whether materials can be found out of which
kinoforms can be swiftly formed.

However, the value of the

applications as well as the insight into the nature of wave
propagation to be gained suggest that the area should be
further researched.
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